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Statement of th® Problem
A Suggested UnlTerslty Progrem Plan
Ereluatlon of the Program
Anecdotal Record Form





Guide For Field Students
ActlTities To Be Carried On Continuously
Throughout the Semester
AotiTities Related To Future Functions
ObjootlYes Of Field Experience
Student ObJectiTes Of Field Experience
Chock-List of Procedures
SYLLABUS FOR FIELD EXFEP.OTCE
I. Period of Orientation
II. Period of Familiarity With The Activities
Relating To Aseptic Technicst Care» Steril-
ization and Use of Equipment and Supplies
III. Period of Familiarity With The Duties of
Personnel and Types of Procedures
IV. Period of Familiarity With The Activities
Of The Anesthesia Department
Desirable Contributions of Experience
V. Period of Familiarity With Departments In
Allied Areas: Surgical Wards, Recovery Room,
Emergency Ward, OPD, Central Supply, others
VI. Period of Femlllarlty With The Organization
And Administration Of The Operating Room
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igraopooTi^
On Septemljer 20, 1C#47, this project was suggested to me
by the Dean of the School of Nursing as an alternative plan to
compensate for practice teaching e3Q)erience which was not avail|-
eble in surgery this semester. It was agreed that if it were
satisfactory, this project would constitute the equivalent of
five (5) College credits. Two-hundred (200) hours were re-
quired for this paper, but the time spent in its preparation
has exceeded (400) four-hundred hours. Twenty (20) hours were
spent in conference with faculty members of Boston University.
Careful scrutiny of all available literature has led me t^
believe that such a program which aims to integrate social and
health aspects into an operating room program has, heretofore,
not been developed. Post-graduate programs offered by many
institutions were felt to be inadequate since they were limited
to the development of technics and the acquisition of skills..
This plan, then, represents the critical, deliberative think-
/
ing of the author, rather than that of a selected group of
sx>eciali8t8 in Nursing. The fallibility of the product of one
mind must be recognized, and if this plan is utilized in a
practical situation, care sfiiould be taken to revise the pro-
gram to meet the needs of individual students as well as eacsh
Institution. The form of this project was modelled after
\
the "Syllabus For Head Nurse Field Experience" developed at
Teachers College, Coliimbia University, New York.
The coordination of such a program would require the full-j
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function effectivelyt should hold a dual appointment as a
faculty memher at a university* and as a member of the educa-
tional staff of each corratiunity agency which is used* The
coordinator would have to carefully evaluate the available
community resources according to the following criteria;
Is the resource accredited by its own professional group?
Is a rich and varied experience offered?
Is it possible to provide an educational experience which
will meet University standards?
Is there sufficient value from the experience to warrant
the students* time and expense?
Is the agency educationally-minded?
During the last semester of her degree program, the matri<
ulating graduate nurse, in order that she nay correlate and
integrate basic principles inherent in allied courses, and ap-
ply her knowledge with an aim toward maximum self-realisetion,
is offered a six (6) credit Field ¥ork experience in conjunc-
tion with an intensive six (6) credit Seminar course* Semlnari
will be held three times a week to discuss the basic principle^
underlying the field experience and to offer the students the
opportunity to present their solution to problems demonstratin||
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To derelop a propram deeipned ”to aid the qualified
graduate rurse to Increase her competence ae an operating
room nuree, improving the quality of nursing care and service
rendered to a wider variety of surgical patients# to become a
more effective member of the operating room teem# to function
adequately as an administrator# and to attain optimum self-
realization.** 1. Ideally# a si5)plemental program would be
primarily concerned with making up the deficiencies of a basic
nursing course# and an advanced course# which could be offered
on a Master *8 level# could be designed to^'assist the graduate
I
nurse to acquire knowledge# appreciation and skills in clinical
nursing beyond that ¥hich is generally attained in the basic
program. This plan should include Methods of Teaching# Super-
vision# Personnel Management# and Adminl8tre.tlon. However# if
one is to temporize yet be pragmatic# she must recognize the
fact that nurses who hold Baccalaureate Degrees are eaqpected tc
be capable of administrative duties. Therefore# In order to
fulfill an immediate need# this plan was formulated for the
|
nurse who is working towards a Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Education Degree with a major in Surgery. Another program •
would have to evolve to meet the needs of nurses who are inter-
ested in this specialty# but who are working towards a Bach-
elor of Science in Nursing Degree.
The longevity of such a program is impossible to determine
l) Suggested by
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Blnce it it dependent upon a number of factors » i.e«t the
professional need» the public demand f the number of nurses
from three year schools sho will desire to continue their
study# the longevity of the three year school# etc*
The complete program aims to insure s’* first# that the
nurse is well qualified as a skillful nurse in her chosen '
area of specialisation and one with a full appreciation of
|
human and social values § second# that she has an underste-nding
of sound educational principles# practices# and objectives to
guide her in teaching nursing; and third# that she demonstratei
i
these abilities during a period of Supervised practice*" (1)
Prerequisites of this course should be the completion of
a basic operating room course (at an accredited school of
nursing) and at least one year of successful experience in
which the nurse has given evidence of special interest and
aptitude in operating room nursing*
(1) Boston University Bulletin# Vol* 34# No. 16# Ju3y 1945 p*6
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BOSTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF NURSING
A SUGGESTED Program Plan
N.dJvIE Matriculation Date
I'* (9£ ^ga?— Off Nursing Education with Major in RQ{H
Totcl Credits Transferred in 43- 3^/ 18^
Course
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The evaluation of the student ’a accompli abjaenta aa
evidence of the effeetlvoneaa of the teaching will be adhleved
through
!• Comprehenalve • written examination at the end of
the aemeater*
2. The extent of active participation and contributions
made to Seminar groups.
3. The effectiveness of the Practice Teaching Unit of
instruction.
4. Objective observations of ntiralng care given end
manner of performance by means of anecdotal records.
5. Individual conferences with Supervisor and Coordinator.
6. The completeness of two independent studiea submittett
by each student.
7. The completeness of nursing oare plana submitted
by each student.




Objective » concise but meaningful description of actual per-
formanoe» Incidentf Situatlon» Attitude or Aceomplishmentf
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The field experience will he 25 houre a week for fifteen
(16) weeks.
The progrrem is based on tl^ie psychological principles that
ji
"learning can take place only thru the activity of the leerner"
|i
!
(1.) and that the learning process is most effective ^en it
ij
I
begins with the simple and graduates to the more complex* In
' order thet the student msy obtain a veriety of experiences in
j
all of the common activities relating to operating room funotloiifl
to assist the student in gaining insight of each function*
understanding of effective means of carrying it out* end in do-
ing BO developing a reasonable level of skill* the syllabus is
divided into periods of one (1) to three (3) weeks* with sug-
gested activities to be carried on at thet time.
Pecognition is made of individual differences in beekgroun
abilities, and capacities of students during field experience.
Hence* the plans must be personalised to meet the learning
needs and achievement level of each student at any given time.
As each student attains a level of ability deemed desirable to
carry out new activities under supervision* she may then be
given responsibilities for carrying out a selected group of
major operating room functions.
A pre-teet will be riven each student as a guide to as-
certain the individual needs of the field student’s knowledge
of subject matter in the clinical end related fields* and skill
.1
(1.) Thomas P.¥. Principles and Technique of Teaching p.36
Houghton Mifflin Co. Bostoh* 1927
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In prooedureB eBaentlal to her specialty. The test will be
j
j
given during the semester preceding the field experience* at a
j
I
specified time. Areas of strength and wealcness will be dis-
I
cussed with the student on the basis of test results with full
|




any single though extensive teat. i




be familiar will be utilized to assist the student to appraise !




i pottunlty should be provided for the field student to practice
|
i
the procedures essential to her clinical field until she and th^
designated person are reasonably confident of her ability.
|
ji Each student will begin her experience on the staff nurse I
I
level and carry out specified functions. Prom this vantage I
,
point* she will observe the activities of other levels* observe




related to the recovery room function* and be assisted to devel4
ij op an understanding of ell duties pertaining to the functioning i
I'









1. Pra-ctice in areas of weakness as determined by her ownl
'! '
needs and as shown in the pre-test evaluation.
|
2. Assignment to related hospital departments in order toi
gain insight of the patient as an individual? gaining attitudes*!
knowledges and skills of the activities relating to total nurs- I
ing care of patients.
!
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1asslstingt 8uperyl8lng» and demonstrating to etudents* graduated
or 8ub8idiary workers problems relating to operating room nurs-
ing.
t
4. Preparation of a sound educational program in relation
to at least one unit of instruction for student nurses.
6. Observations of the areas of personnel management and
adrainistratlonj activities shich# at the end of the field ex-
perience » will be the student’s responsibility.
Since each student will write her own abjectives for each
period of experience space is provided for this in the prepata-
tlon of the syllabus.
The pretest will be repeated at the end of the field ex-
perience in order that -die student may determine the amount of
progress made in relation to her elinleal knowledge.
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This test in no way influences your grade in this course* Please
do not guess t but leave blank those questions ^ioh you cannot
answer*
X* True- False Statomentss
Directions: Place a plus sipi (+•) before the statement If t^e
If the statement is false* place a xero (0) before it* and*
after the statement* explain briefly why it is false*
^ 1. A Hy^poderaoclysis is used to restore fluids to the
body rapidly.
Jz 2 • Caohexia refers to a state of general ill health and
malnutrition*
o 3 , Stenosis Is a calcification of the bone*
f ' 4 « Prostigmlne is widely use poet operatively to prevent '
paralytic ileus*
Fvlpal Is an intravenous anesthesia*
6* Calculus Is a deposit of salts in a visous*
7* Anastomosis is a surgical communication between two
hollow viscera.
2 8. Inflammation of the adenoids is called adenitis*
i SL* Kyphosis is a posterior convexity of the spine which
is normal in the dorsal and sacral regions.
0 J.O. A Trachelorrhaphy is a plastic repair of the trachea*
11* Carbon dioxide is often used poet operatively as a rex-
piratoiy stimulant.
i
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•IS* Oioatrlzatlon 1b a font of healing 1:^ second intentlofti*
•14 • 85^ of osQTgen 1b used with Oyolopropane anesthesia*
316* EetoBis is that font of alkalosis produced Toy complete
|
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through & hernial orifice*
* Begional and local anesthesia are synonomous terns*
wick*
brain following brain injuiy*
i
Sponge counts should be done on major orthopedic casesj*
i
± .1* Drainage of the pleural cavity is called a thoracotomyL
skin layers to improve circulation*
±__2S k ChordotoHy is usually considered a palliative on.
of the pupils, fihallow respirations, and the presence ^f
a weak, threap pulse*
accidents are the bacillus of tetanus and gas gangrenei
against explosions is 48^*
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27* Remoral of a "blood clot from an artery Is call an
Embolectony
•
28* The resection of a segment of rib or ribs is called
a Thoracoplasty.
V 29. Carbon dioxide is the liquid gas used in the laboratory
test called "Frozen Section".
!
l/<— 30. Rerersed Trendelenburg position is used for a
Thyroidectomy.
I
31. The cartilage used in reconstructire surgery is obtainid
from selected cadavers.
^ 32. "Whole blood is given intravenously as a part of the
shock therapy in treating a patient with severe 3rd
degree burns.
33. In giving a subcutaneous injection^ the needle is
introduced into the tissues at a 45 degree angle.
^ 34. Shoulder braces are attached to the operating room I
table when an abdominal Hysterectomy is being performs^.
35. Heavy silk or double silk worm gut sutures are inserted
throughout the length of wounds as "Stay Sutures" to
help prevent evisceration.
V ^^XX£^P »X mo*ty iolo ,b(jol<S a ‘!zo XaroauBi^ - ^t> *'f2
- ]/. ' fV ,^Q!iOfV3lC^B<3r^
Jballao ai a<fJ:x‘^co^ tftTt “^o /iioc^Jiaa a ®rfT *8S
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XI. In the epaoe provided at the rl|^t» place , the teohnloal word
or worde that correctly complete each of the following*
a. Beetle sane SB • apprehension f thirst* air hunger* and
circumoral pallor are symptoms of <
1, .hrC 'r-
h. A sac formed hy the dilatation of the walls of an artery
or a vela* and filled with blood is called an
2 • gu.i. Y $
yrr)
o. The excision of a ruptured nucleus pulposis is calledu^
d. A small fluid-filled sac occuring between muscles* tendoni*
and bones is called /
A bt3<_tA 5i' A'C




In Plastic Surgery* the type of full-thiclcness graft whichj








h. The technical name for bunion is
8. iia- L
i. Removal of the breast with extensive dissection of axillaz*j)r
lymph glands is called .
9 . ;
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The operation which cuts down the nervous impulses
to the stomach thereby decreasing the production of
HCl is called a
12 * v> UTYTU
Injection of a dye for the examination of the Spinal
cord is called
13 • ,-^cxtxA
Using reliable germicides for surgical instruments
»




A longitudinal, transverse, or oblique incision into
the peritoneal cavity is called a .
15. gl-AvcATv. <
\
III. Uisectionss With the following problems, space is
provided for your figuring; show your arithmetic.
1. Change 250 degrees Fahrenheit temperature to Centigrade.
2 . The anesthetist has asked you to give his patient
Atropine Sulfate Grs. 1/100 s.c. The tablets you have
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rv, Blreotionss Read over the list of 25 items carefully; then
determine how many of these items would apply to the specific
types of operations listed. Some of the items may not apply
to any of the cased listed. Write only the number of the




From the list given# the items that apply to an
Appendectomy procedure are (11) Carbolic acid,
and (20) Long dressing forceps.
1. Straight, heavy, Vul-
Complete Abdominal
Hysterectomy 1 2'^ 2. Gallic Needles
3. Gocdell Dilators
On^^Lay Tibial Bone
Braft ' - i •"! ^^ 4. Balcus Duct Dilators
5. Rankin or Payr Clamps
Craniotomy for








/u // ] C
9 6 Electric Motor with
of Inguinal Hernia Saw and Drill attachments
11 Jo 10. T Tubes
Subtotal Gastrectomy / y '
11. Carbolic Acid 1
D and C. ^ li
. 12. Bone Wax !
21. Bullet Tenaculum Forceps
22. Gigli Saw
23. Atraumatic Catgut Sutures
84 . SllWT Gllp«
25. Pneumatic Tourniquet
13. Fibrin Foam & Thrombin
14. WeigJited Speculum
15. Steel or Vltallium Screws
16. Masson's Fascia Stripper
17. Chromic Ribbon Gut (suture)
18. Double Instrument Sst«^up
19. BarK«Parker Knife
20. Long Dressing Forceps
45’
.ir
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Narrowing or contraction of a lumen.
- Rectal or general anesthetic
Adenoiditis; Aneditis refers to any lymph tissue
Plastic repair of Cervix
It is a form of acidosis caused by incomplete oxidatlj|on
of fatty acids.
AV
•Sponge counts done vhen peritoneal cavity is opened.
Removal of dead bone fragments.









6. A Pedicle Flap
7. Suprepubic Cystotomy
8. Hallux Valgus
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Ill* Problems
1* 250 - 40 X 6/9 s 121 degrees Cent
2. 2(1/150) or 1/75 to be dissolved
1/75 * 20 M 8 8 1/100 8 X
1/76 X = 1/6
X = 16 M
IV* Association
A* 1-8-19-20-23







OUIlffi ?OB -TUT ?rBLH STirmTOT -
1. state your own objectlvee for each period of work In
terme of your needs, keeping them In harmony with the Inclueive
aim.
2* For each period, plan your time on duty in relation to
your ohjectivee and the time at which the experience eseential
I
!
for the achievement of the objectives is available*
I
3* ISrhlle assigned to the hospital you are responsible to
I
• Your time plans and objectives must be
checked with her* Make out a tentative plan of your activities
for each period estimating the amount of time to be given to
each function*
4* Arrange for conferences with near
the end of each period to cooperatively appraise your progress
and future needs, as well as to pian the next period* s work*
6* Select for intensive study two problems related to the
specialty^ which motivate your Interest* These problems will




6* Keep track of the time spent on each activity to serve
as a guide in estimating your own progress and an aid in future
' planning*
I
7* You are expected to keep
_______
informed of
all your activities; reporting to her when you leave and return
from classes, meals, trips, etc*
•* 1
^1
ty . . . ... -t:: .wjuuv-aSQ-
,ti yc toiler :foj^ 'toJ s*^v ^^oisf.o'c tivp Tr'ox * C
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8* At the eonolualon of e&oh period appraise the results
of your experience. Determine whether or not you hare aohieve4
1
your objective 8| how well you distributed your time and energy
|
and idiat implications can be drawn from this experience to
assist you with future periods of work.
9.
To expedite your orientation to the institution* the
first period of the syllabus has been pleuined for you. Per all
succeeding periods you will arrange your own time and plan of
action with the designated person* keeping them in harmony witb.
the Activities Related To Function^ and the availability of thel
I
e^erience.
10. Seminars will be held at the University three times
,
a week (time to be designated by coordinator) where you will
|
be able to pool your ideas with those of other field students*
!
I
and also demonstrate the acceptance of basic principles. Time
|
will be given to the clarification of problems* and to the dis-j
oussion of questions of interest to you.
[
1
11. Prior to your field experience* during your conferenoej
with the coordinator when your pretest results are cooperative!^
evaluated* this syllabus will be explained in full and given to
you. You will be expected to be thoroughly familiar with the
syllabus by the time you report for your field experience* m d
you Should be aware of your strengths and weaknesses in elinioa^
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to b# eA3rri»d on oontlnuously throughout
1.
Tabule^tlon of types of operations observed or assisted
with, and analysis of each patient’s emotional reaction to
sur^rery* Select three (3) cases each month and diow the rela-
tionship of the operation to the patient’s total care.
2.
Become familiar with the types of operations performedt
special technics » and speoial needs of all patients idio come to
surpery
«
3. Collect illustrative materials and pamphlets relating
to specialty » organising and classifying data.
4. Analyse and evaluate the procedures used in the opera-
ting room in preparation for discussion of principles and tech-
nics in Seminars.
5. Observe and be prepared to discuss in Seminar » the
inter-relationships between the operating room and other hospi-
tal departments.
6. Attend staff meetings, head nurse meetings, OR person-
nel meetings, and if available, attend and participate in meet-
ings of the OR Technic Committee and Curriculum Committee.
7.
Attend classes in your clinical or related fields,
given for students in the basic course.
1. Observe methods of teaching, form and content of
mater ial
.
2. Set-up searching questions to be used in incidental
teaching in the O.R. Discuss with Supervisor.
3/ Set-up questions to be used as pre-test questions
for students coming to the OR subsequently, Indica^
ing the purpose of the pre-test and the usee to
ifaidb It will ba pat .
L
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4 * From each lecture# state the principles which undeij-
lie the nursing care of patients presenting those
problems*
8* Attend regularly scheduled conferences with
td discuss progress being made*
9* Drawing from your present experience# prepare pre-test
questions suitable for field students who will succeed you*
10* Attend as marQr ward clinics and demonstrations in alliejl
areas as possible*
OBSERVATIONS AND ACTIVITIES RELATED TO FUTURE FUNCTIONS:
1* Develop a bibliography in relationship to your special^
concentrating on the area of the unit of construction you will
develop* (2 references a week)
2* Set-up objectives, form and content of practice teach-
ing unit* Prepare an evaluation sheet and a series of test
questions pertinent to your unit*
3* Collect data for the two selected projects*
4* Observe the functioning of workers and students end
prepere to supervise their work when designated to do so.
5* Observe the method of anecdotal recording preparatory
to writing anecdotal records on a selected number of the personj
nel* Discuss with supervisor before discussion with worker un-
til you are authorized to do so.
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QBJ1E0TIVB3 FOB THE glELD ISTPFRIElfgE 4
Overall objectives **To aid the qualified graduate nurse to in-
crease her competenoe as an operating room nurse* improv-
ing the quality of nursing oare and service rendered to a
wider variety of surgical patients* to become a more effect
tive member of the operating room team* to function adequa
1
as an administrator* and to attain optimum self realisa-*|
tion« (1)
Contributory objeotivest To assist the student toward
1. An understanding of total patient care and the aoquisi-|
tion of the skills necessary to give such care*
2. An understanding of the policies and purposes of the I
hospital as they relate to and affect the 0*R* unit* I
3* An understanding of the relationship between the opera-]
ting room and other hospital departments* !
4* An understanding of the principles underlying all surg-
ical procedures*
6. An understanding of the principles of organization*
management* economics* supervision* education and guidance whldl
are basic to sound functioning of the operating room unit and
how they are applied*
!
6* An understanding of the technics essential to analyz-
ing problems and adequately evaluating outcomes*
|
7. An understanding of the means by which theory and prac-l
tice are correlated and coordinated* and how learning opportun- '
ities are identified and utilized to best advantage*
|
8* The development of skill in carrying out all of the
ThAA :p. a
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9* The development of skill in working with others* inte-[
grating psychological principles into professional and personal
j
attitudes* ideals and Judgment*
10* An appreciation of the patient as an individual and
I
the psychological factors underlying the surgical procedure*
|
11* An appreciation of the qualifications essential for
effective nursing at each level* and the necessity for constants
ly promoting her own growth and development.
12* An appreciation of the values inherent in critical
j
I
appraisal of outcomes* and the means hy which she can do this
effectively*
|
STUJENT OBJECTIVES To gain
1* An understanding of the policies and purposes of the
school* and the means by which the operating room policies con-
tribute to the attainment of the purposee*
2* An understanding of the means by idiioh the operating
room specialty contributes to the total curriculum of the school*
3* An understanding of the part a surgical procedure playd
in total patient care* with the resulting need for understandlnfij
one's professional obligations to all patients*
4* An understanding of technical skills* and the means by
idiich problem areas can be analysed*
5* An understanding of how to direct the work of others
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6. Knowledge* skill* attitudes* ideals and judgment eB8en<>
tial to high quality nursing care in this specialty* and to aid
in guiding others to set for themselves and attain the highest
standard of idiich thsy are capable*
7. Ability to apply sound principles of economics* super-
vision* management* end education to the organisation and man-
agement of the operating room unit*
8* Ability in analysing the learning opportunities of the
0*R* unit* deepening insight into the meaning of clinical teach*
•
Ing end Improvement of educational practices*
9* Ability to set own goals* plan to reach them* and car-
ry plans to successful completion*
16* Ability to give «3q)ert nursing cars to all patients.
11* Ability to develop and to demonstrate successfully
a unit of instruction of the clinical educational progrem in
this specialty*
12* An appreciation of the objectives of good nursing
care* supervision* end guidance* to facilitate implementing
and evaluating desirable outcomes.
13* An appreciation of the values of continuous personal
and professional growth and development*
14* A knowledge of record-keeping activities and their
uses in relation to 0*R* function and personnel*
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S Boiling water under pressure
j|










'1 Gauze > Sheets# Towels# and Gowns
Ij





Procedures of the circulating nurse




























Care of "dirty" instru-
ments and equipment










Use and oare of
Cystosoopes
Bronchoscopes
Preparation of I#V* Solutions
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*• PERIOD OF ORIENTATIOH (one week) From To
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let day- Report to your assigned hospital at A >M>
!• After your introduction at the Superintendent of
Nurses Office, report to the Operating Room where
i
you will meet the Supex^isor* It ie she with idioa|
you will plan rarious aotiritles, and with arhom
|
you will hare regularly scheduled conferences.
S. A guided tour of the pavilion should give you an
|
understanding of the ihysioal facilities of the
|
depattment. During the tour you will bo intro- i
duoed to the available personnel. Note what pro-
cedure adaptations are necessary in order to
utilize the physical facilities to best advantage oi
5. Conference with the Supervisor will give you on
understanding of your relationship to the institu-
tion and to ^e Unit. She will orient you to
hospital policies, uniform regulations, and the
responsibilities of personnel to the hospital.
Disouss with her your own needs in relation to
your clinical and allied fields, describing the
assignments you find it necessary to make to your
self in order to work effectively.
Study areas Practical eacperienoe
V\
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4« Utilizing the Check List of Procedures With Which
you should he familiar# prepare a list of the
procedures in ziiich you require further practice*
PROCEDTTRE list
0* Assignment
Prepare forms for the tabulation of data concerning
types of operations observed or assisted with# and
analysis of patient's psychological reaction to surge]#*
2nd Day
1* A guided tour# by the Supervisor or delegated pern
son# to those hospital administrative and profes-
sional service departments which are of concern te
operating room function since one must work throU||i
and with them in giving adequate care to patients
«
a* Admitting end discharge units
b* Administrative units
c* Emergency Ward
d* Libraries and Record Rooms
e * X-Ray Department
f* Physiotherapy Department
g. Pathological and other Laboratories
h* Medical and Surgical Wards
1* Out Patient Department
4* Social Service Department
k* Buildings and grounds
1* Central Supply Rocaa
m* Recovery Room
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2* During the tour^ notegeographical relationships*
\9hat implications may these hare on the smooth
functioning of the operating room unit?
3* During the hospita.1 tour» note the ways in which
each department influences the OR function » and the
ways in vihich the OR contributes to’ the effective
functioning of each department* Add to this list
as new factors come to li|^t during your field
experience*
j[)epartiaent Xisi iihe factors idiioh promote
effective functioning*
irfiv iEririmbui-
ties as stated by
Dept* representa-
tives » which you»ae
a potential Super-
visor* should plan
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Confer with the Supervieor* at her conTanlencei
and cooperatively plan your work for the Bemeeter.
3rd Day
1* Observe the overall routine of the operating room.
Doee e spirit de corps exist?
Does each person know the limitations of his Job?
j
Is the work load equitably apportioned among the
personnel?
2* Study the written hospital policies to determine
how these t the pattern of organization# and the
aims and structural plan of the institution affect
the operating room function*
3* Study the forms used in the OR» the procedure
book* record of operations* Job analysis sheets*
assignment ^eets* bulletin board matericds* etc*
la each an effective teaching tool? Is there a
planned orientation program for new student nurses
or graduates?
4* Study the written guides regarding department pol-
icies and technics* These are available to the
personnel to prevent errors and to safeguard the
patient and the institution*
6* Study the inter-departmental rotation plan* and bef
oome familiar with the procedure variations of
each service*
6* Use the remaining time available to practice in
your areas of weakness* Begin tabulating your
observations of types of cases and patients* reactjLons*
Assirnment
Formulate a list of the characteristics* professional
and personal, of a good operating room nurse*
I
4th Day
1* Observe the nursing care given to patients* Are
they treated as individuals or as "oases"? What
evidence is there that care is personalized? Ihat
suggestions can you offer to improve the relatiott^*
ship? Disctiss with Supervisor*
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Observe how long it takes to “set-up’^ a room for
surgery* How long does It take to "change over"
the room from one case to another? Is there any i
overlapping of duties?
i
Become familiar wilii the contents of cupboards*
j
oabinete and storage closets; know vhere all
apparatus, equipment, omergenoy st^plies, sterile '
and unsterile supplies may be located*
Observe how students are need in the OR* How muob!
of their time is spent in servicing the departmental
how much time is given to student experience?
Observe the inter-relationship between the Anesthsk
sia staff and the OR staff* Are they in accord? •
I
Study the records to determine the amount of emer-i
genoy work carried on in the department. If this I




Become familiar with the policies regarding laboraj-
tory specimens, getting blood for transfusions, |
and requesting X-Rays during an operation*
Observe the activities of the personnel on ell
levels, and list the most commonly found difficult
ties es stated by students, graduates, subsidiary
|
workers, assistant supervisor, and supervisor*
|
Use the remeining time to develop greater skill
end dexterity in procedures id’icb. you feel need
|further practice* I
Having gained an over-view of the activities of this department,
you should now be able to decide upon the problem regarding
technic which you feel bears investigation* This should be a
problem shich will benefit both you and the institution*
PROJECT I*
1* Statement of the problem*
2* TShat evidence is there that it needs to be investigated
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Appraise the results of this period of experience* Were
you able to achieve your objectives? How well did you
distribute your time and energy? lhat Implications does
this have for your next period of experience? Discuss the
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II PERIOD OP PAMILIARITY VITH ACTIVITIES RELATHTG TO ASEPTIC
TECRKICS, CAKE, STERILIZATION AND USB OP EQ.UIPMENT AND
SUPPLIES (Snd week)
A. Student *B O'b.iectlwee
B. Actirltlea related to functlona
1. Participate actively in all of the aotiritiea carried
on in the workroom.
a« Prepare linen packs for steriliaation
h. Clean end prepare glassware, needles, ruhher goods,
brushes, sutures, instruments and electrical ap-
pliances for sterilisation# List the principles
underlying the ears and sterilization of each.
2. Under superrision, prepare intravenous solutions
and assemble Intravenous sets for future use. Is
the technic used based on scientific facts?
3. Sterilize the various types of equipment and supplies
utilizing all of the methods of sterilization in use
at that institution. Prepare f for seminar discussiom,
a list of the articles sterilized, the sterilizing
agent, and if steam is used, the degree of heat and
the length of exposure.
4. Assist in ihe "curing” of new tubing. ?/hat is the
procedure and -why is it necessary?
5. Observe the activities of others In the workroom.
Is each job clearly defined? Is there adequate super-
vision? Do you feel it is essential to assign a ntirie
to the workroom? Do you recognize any problems
regarding adequacy of technics?
6.
Refer to the procedure book frequently. Is it an ef-
fective teaching tool? Is there an available check
list to assist the staff in periodic self-evaluation
of their work? IBhat suggestions can you offer to
W fTA X iVA Vz vU AV WV wXX X7Z waCtv
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III. PERIOD OP TmiLlARlTY WITH DUTIES OP PERSOHim JiSD TYPES
OP PROCEDURES (3rd, 4th, & 6th week#)
A. Student*# Ohjeotlre#
B. Actiwitl## relafd to function#
1. Ohaerv# the duties of th# Scrub Nurse end the Cir-
culating Nurse.
S. Assist the surgeons with operations assuming the
roles of Scrub Nurse and Circulating Nurse.
a. Are "Scrub" rules clearly posted?
b. Are there wariation# in the technic within the
department?
c. Describe the Bacteriological principles under-
lying the cleansing of the hands and arms.
d. Is the work schedule planned ahead of time so
that the staff knows in advance idiat their
duties will be?
e. What implications does this experience have
for your future teaching plan?
3. Prepare operative areas for s\irgery.
a. What variations of technics are found on each
service. Does the Orthopedic "prep" differ
from the Neurosurgical preparation?
b. What justification is offered for the use of
various chemical disinfectants on the skin?
4. Keep accurate records of the cases you observe or
assist with as well as the patients* psychological
reactions to surgery. This will be used later as
a comparison to determine the value of total patien{{t
care.
5. Discuss with the Supervisor the preparation of
patients for surgery. Is there evidence that con-
sideration is given to each type of surgeiy as it
relates to the total oars of patients? What sug-
gestions can you offer in this regard?
6. Select Instrument kits to be used during the next
day *8 schedule. Is this a task to be accomplished
by a nurse? Could the Job be done equally as well
by a non-professional worker? Describe the practigj^
in your present area indicating your own opinion.
* ^
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)7« List all of the aetlTitiee oarried out by the
nurse in the operating rooa* In this Aotlvit^r
Analysis 9 indicate the approximate time spent in
each tasli: and a statement as to idiether or not a
non-professional worker could ooaqplete the Job
satisfactorily*
ACTIVITy AITALYSIS






8. Eraluate the ahore carefully* ^JOiat conclusions can
be drawn from this* Hha.t implications does this
hare on your future teaching plan?
9* Discuss with Superrisor the progress being made on
your project*
10* Practice draping patients# become familiar with naa^B
and uses for instruments# and know positions for
adbl types of yyeeediufg* - —
.
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11 • Arrange your time plan so that you will ha aTailablo
to observe end assist with emergency work. Use
every opportunity to he "on call" so that you may
gain a complete over«visw of the activities of this
department. Plan* also* to be on duty for a few
wediRids BO that you may assist with routine weekly
re*sterilising procedures.
IP. Describe the procedure of reporting an accident
which may occur in the OR. ^o is responsible for
an incorrect sponge count? How much legal respon-
sibility does each individual nurse have?
Student *s Evaluation
Appraise the results of this period of experience. Wexii
you able to adhievs your objectives? How well did you
distribute your time and energy? Vhat implications doe
this have for your next period of experience? Discuss
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IV PERIOD OP P^ILIARITY WITH THE ACTIVITIES OP THE AHESTHESIAj
DEPARTMENT (6th week)
I
A* Student *B Ob.lectiTss
B# Activities related to funotlcna
!• Under the direction of the Chief of Anesthesiat
ohserve the types of anesthesia ussd» and the
methods of administration*
P. Ohserve the manner with vhioh the anesthetist fains
the cooperation of the patient before the induction
of the druf . What psychological principles are used?
3. You will be tau^t how to recognize the stages of
anesthesia* Of i^at significance is each stage in
regard to the activities of the workers in the room?
4* Study the effects of specific drugs on the body and
report promptly any unusual reactions*
5* Assist the anesthetist in establishing rapport with
each patient* Does his approach vaiy with each
patient* How would you determine the presence or
absence of rapport?
6. Become familiar with proper positions for specific
types of anesthesia, i.e, Spinal position, intra-
tracheal position* You may be asked to assist in
this technic*
7. Become familiar with the equipment used by the depart"
ment} be able to distinguish parts of the gas ma<^ine
and all special apparatus used, i*e. Intratracheal
tubes, laryngoscopes, silver malleable needles, faoe
masks, and catheters*
8* Describe the precautions taken to safeguard the
patient during anesthesia* How does this affect the
functioning of the OR staff?
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9, Desorlbe the inter-relationEhlpc between the OR
function and the Anesthesia department function.
10. In' order that you may function effectively in the
event that an emergency situation should arise
» |
assist the anesthetist in giving a general anestheti|l
to a patient. Rote how the relaxed Jaw must be
held; how the anesthesia may be lightened or deepenel
with the increase or decrease of the oxygen content
Student *8 Evaluation
Appraise the results of this period of esqperience. Were
you able to achieve your objectives? How well did you
dletrlbute your time and energy? ^at implications does
this have for your next period of experience? Discuss
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Having completed six weeks of your field work the earporienoi
I
' should have oontriTouted toward
I
!• An appreciation of your own needs in relation to cliniol^
knowledge and skill for the good operating room nurse, i
j
i
!i 2. An appreciation of the standards of nursing care and sei^ice
1 set hy the institution and the means provided to reach
|
I'
and maintain them as these relate to your specialty.
I 3. An appreciation of the contrlhutions made hy each of
j
the personnel toward adequate patient care.
|. !
4. The acquisition of knowledge* skill and understanding ^







An ability to set your own goals* make plans to achieve




6. An ability to use acceptable principles and methods in
carrying out the activities related to OR nursing.
7. An appreciation of the techniques of problem solving
as a desirable tool for learning and self-direction.
|
8. An ability to work effectively with others.
9. An ability to analyse and interpret data throu^ the
project method idilch was an independent study.
10.
An ability to objectively evaluate your own progress
and the activities of 0“toer8 .
If you feel that you are deficient in any of the above
mentioned areas, during the 2nd half of the semester* you will
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PROJECT II
Sta-toent of the problem
What eridence is there that it needs to be inrestlpated?
What is the present policy in the department?






V, PERIOD OP PAMILIARITY VITH DEPARTMENTS IN ALLIED AREAS
(7th, eth, & 9th week) SURGICAL WARD^ISMERG. ijo*
REOOVERy ROOM, O.P.D,
;
A* Student *B Cb.lectiveB CENTRAL SUPPLY ROOM Uidj
other departnents
B- ActlTltlee related to functions
1. Drawing from your past esqperienoe, determine the
organizational or administrative problem you feel
bears inveetigation, and begin your eeeond project.
8. Assignment to surgical wards to do bedside nureing.
Arrange with the Head Nurse to give complete care to
,
at least three pe^tients. This will include admlBsloai
of the patient, preoperative care, formulation of a |
nursing care plan, transportation of the patient to i
the OR, remaining with him while anesthesia is being
jinduced, scrubbing to assist with tiie surgery, care
I
of the patient in the recovery room or on the ward,
|
and care of the patient for 2-3 days postoperatively#
After completing the total care of three patient^,
compare their reactions to surgery with those of the
patients you observed during the first few weeks of
your field experience. Describe how your knowledge
of your patients as Individuals increased your ef-
ficiency and Improved the nursing care you were able
to minister. T?hat conclusions have you drawn from thlis
study?
3. Work with the ward personnel to gain insight into
their problems in relation to OR function. Study the
areas where errors oommonly occur and suggest ways
of Improving effective functioning.
4. Observe the work done by the Superintendent of Nursee
) and her staff, “ffhat are the problems seen in this
area es described by this staff. Describe what you
feel should, ideally, be the relationship of the
OR. and the Nursing Office.
5.
Attend, observe, and participate in as many Werd
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6* ABslgnment to duty In the Central Supply Room*
|
Out Patient DepArtJiient# and Emergency Warda*
How is the Operating Room influenced hy the actir-i
ities in these departments^ ,
7. Observe the work done in the X-Rcgr department,
|
Physiotheraiy department. Medical Supply, and
Maintenance departments. How does each service
relate to the operating room?
|
8. Add the information you have gained from the
above mentioned experience to the tabulated list
which you began shen you first toured the hospital
It should now be apparent that the operating room
j
Is an integral part of the hospital plan rather
than being an isolated unit by itself.
Student * s Eva lua 1 1on
Appraise the results of this period of experience. Wers
you able to achieve your objectives? How well did you
distribute your time and energy? IShat implications does
this have for your next period of experience? Discuss
the results of your experience with the Supervisor and
Coord inator.
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PERIOD OP FAMILIARITY WITH THE ORGAKIZATION AND AIEJINISTRA-
TION OP THE OPERATING ROOM.
a. Selection of Unit for practice teachings and the con-
struction of the Unit.
A. Student *B Ob.lectiveg
B. Actirities related to funotionss '
1. With the Supervisor, select activites for which you
will he responsible as assistant OR Supervisor.
2. Serving in this capacity, observe the activities of
j
“Oie Supervisor. Trace her areas of function for one
i
week, as they relate to organisation, administration,
supervision, education and guidance. What evidence
do you find that sound principles of management are
applied?
3.
Assist the Supervisor in preparing daily work assign*!
ments. IShat factors must be considered in this re-
gard in order to provide for optimum effectiveness?
|
Describe how the operating room fulfills its responsi
bilities toward the educational objectives of the
schoolf its responsibilities in regard to the care of
patients. Drawing on your past e:xperience, what sug-
gestions can you offer toward personalising patient
care in the operating room?
5. Describe the scope of the teaching program offered th i
personnel. What are the methods of teaching? Is
there a planned orientation program available? Is
it adequate? How is the teaching program evaluated?
|
Explain how the In-Service program maintains a good i
rapport aid motivates interest and imagination.
NOTE* A Seminar class during the first week of this period will
be devoted to repeating the pretest. It is offered at thi i
time in order that you may discover the amount of progress
made in relation to your clinical knowledge, and afford
an opportunity for further study.
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6. Fomulate a plan for eyaluating an operating room
program. Upon irtiat criteria will you base your eval^
nation?
7. Draw a floor plan of the OR suite and include all
physical aspects. Critically analyze this plan* If
this were an architects blueprint# what changes would
you suggest? State your reasons*
8* List the factors that influence the smooth coordina-
tion of activities in the operating room; ^at are
the obligations of the Supervisor to her staff|
the responsibilities of her staff to her?
9* Study the forms and their functions used by the Sup-
ervisor in copwuniwating with other departments or
services. Become familiar with the purpose for each
item and the channels throu^ Which they are sent*
10* Describe the working relationships between surgeons#
graduate nurses# studoits# and non-professional work-
ers* Of what significance is this in regard to patiant
care?
11* Supervise the practice of workers# cooperatively se-
lected by you and the Supervisor* Writs anecdotal
records and discuss them with the Supervisor before
dissussing them with worker* How well do your anec-
dotes meet the criteria for a good anecdotal record?
IS* Describe the problem areas as stated by the Supervisor
and staff » and suggest ways of solving them*
13* Assist the Supervisor with her teaching plan for studV
ent nurses. What methods are used in making experienj-
ces eduoational for the student? Consider the eduoa-;
tional principles involved and detexmine whether or
not the method used is the one of your choice*
14* Observe the activities of the graduate staff* How
well do they contribute to the teaching plan? What
provisions are made for their increased growth azsd
development? How much responsibility is delegated to
this group? Of what significance is this on tie
overall function of the department?
15* Confer with the Supervisor and select a Unit for prac-
tice teaching ejq>erlenoe* Pormulate your objectives
keeping them in harmony with the inclusive aims of the
school's ourrlculum*
fopo'x S3 to> /tsKfq ‘ vIxiotxc^^
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Appraise the results of this period of experienoei Wars
you able to achieve your objectives? Haw well' did you^
distribute your time and energy? ^at implications
does this have for your next period of esqperiencs?
Discuss the results of your experience with the Super-
visor and Coordinator. \
. V
ATTENTION STUDENTS
Your past experience ehould have contributed toward
1. An appreciation of the inter-relationships between !
the operating room and other hospital departments. 1
2. An appreciation of the responsibilities of the Super-
visor to secure maximum effectiveness at minimum
||
cost in timcf energy t personnel and materials.
|
3. An appreciation of the types of problems the Super- |i
visor must be prepared to meet in carrying out her
;
organizational end administrative functions.
4. An appreciation of the means by shich the OH facilitl^^s
are made available to provided for good quality nurs-
ing care during each 24 hour period.
3. An ability to efficiently carry the responsibilities
I
for idiich you have contracted.
i
6. An ability to gain cooperation of others in solving
problems.
|
7. An appreciation of the preventive aspects of supervl-!
sion» and the educational aspects of the function of
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8. An appreciation of the need for carefully developed '
plans in promoting orderly and effective functioning*
9. An ability to maintain good personnel relationships*
10* An ability to clearly delegate responsibility*
If you feel that you are deficient in any of the above
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PERIOD OP PRACTICE TEACHING
(13th and 14th weak)
A. Student *8 Ob^lectires
B • Aotivitles related to functions
,
1. Select activities for which you will he responsi-
|
hie as assistant OH superrisor. i
2. Get further practice in Ihose activities in which
your last experience showed you to he weak.
3. Develop the form and content of your unit in har-
mony with your ohjeotives. This will entail your
study of '^e students* levels of competence * theiit
growth and needs. Learn all you can about the
students through the proper channels of communl-
,
cation in the institution. In what way did this
information help you to prepare your unit?
4.
Discuss the proposed lesson plan with the Super- i
visor. What modiiSications do you find it necessaii;
to make?
|
5. Prepare a pretest for the students based on the
j
content of your unit. After the test is given#
idiat further modifications are necessary to meet
j
the needs of Ihe students?
|
I
6. Demonstrate your teaching ability under supervi-
sion. Discuss the results.
|
!
7. Based on your experience to date# prepare pretest
|questions which may he given to university stud-
ents who succeed you.
8. Make use of the thought provoking questions which I
you have been developing in the classes you have
i
attended. Describe the strong end weak points
from the student’s point of view. Were they ef-
=
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Evaluate your teaching experience. Gain Ihe co-
operation of students in stating ohjectives for
the educational program so that you may incorpor-
ate student thinking into your revision of ob-
jectives f and help the students to see the values
in setting their own goals.
10. Prepare a folder in relation to your unit of in-
struction. iShen completed this should constitute
one section of a total teaching plan which you
may use later in your own operating room. It may
also be used as a self-study guide for students
in that area.
Student *s Evaluation
Appraise the results of this period of experience. Were
you able to achieve your objectives? How well did you
distribute your time and energy? What implications does
this have for your next period of experience? Discuss
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till PERIOD OP TESTING
(15th (final) week)
A* Student *B Ob.leoti’y^e
Actlvltlee related to functione
|
!• During this week you will assume full responslhilltjl
of the operating room» serving in the capacity of
j
Supervisor. All activities related to organisation*
adminlstration» supervision* and guidance will come i
within your control.
2. Carry out the plan you formulated at the end of yoni
last experience* noting the factors shich you failed
to consider previously* and describing the modiflcae
tlons that were necessary in order that you mi^t
function effectively in the practical situation.
3. Describe the difficulties ^ieh you encountered
¥hlch point to further needs. Add to this list the
other areas in which you feel the need of further
practical experience in order to attain the degree
of proficiency you would deem desirable in an
Operating Room Supervisor.
Practical Experience Study areas
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J'JX ds*ls(^ n'lotoiil sitt 3aiXi>r^ ^tJiil
-::utXxbog‘. (tiii '%'ll ^irr>9C^! brtu ^xiBSJoi-7*y^fi ifftiBaoo ocf
'it^'fo /tx x^^AUBBo^a #rrskr ^^r(t B/foIX
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HOTEi Tha first Semlnfir class of this week will be devoted
to the final examination. Thia will be a written#
oompreheneive inteprating* examination idiich will be
concerned with the experience of the field work# and
the discussion topics of the Seminar groups.
The purpose of the examination is to determine whether
the instruction has accomplished its purpose# thereby
revealing the student’s preparedness for the practice
of this specialty. The results of this examination
will be discussed with the student in an effort to-
ward pointing out areas of weakness which she may have
over-looked in her own analysis of needs.
Student’s Evaluation
Evaluate the total program as it affeots you. Has this
been a satisfactory and worthwhile learning experience?
Has it# in each instance# met your need? herein did
it fall short? T,^at additional experience would you
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